
Discussion Questions for THE QUEST FOR PSYCHE 

*Questions contain spoilers* 

 

1. Before reading this book, how familiar were you with the Tale of Cupid & Psyche? 

How closely did this story match your expectations? How could this story have been 

written differently to track more closely with the myth? 

 

2. Posey’s decision involved more than one huge leap of faith—believing in love, 

believing in the existence of immortal creatures, trusting her feelings. Have you ever 

found yourself in a similar position that required you to suspend your disbelief? How 

did that work out? 

 

3. What do you think of Cupid and Posey as a couple? How do they challenge each 

other? How do they bring out the best in each other? How did their relationship change 

with the physical move from Earth to Olympus? 

 

4. Did you find Posey’s rift with her sisters to be realistic? How about their 

reconciliation? 

 

5. How are you left feeling toward the pairing of Pan and Reed after book 4?  

 

6. Do you find it realistic that Aphrodite chose her husband over Ares? Do you think it 

will last? Do you believe Hephaestus can trust her? 

 

7. How did you feel about Q’s relationship with Aphrodite upon his return to the 

Mount? 

 

8. What did you think of Posey’s diagnosis of Cupid’s mental state? 

 



9. From what you know about the Zeus of Greek mythology, how did you feel about 

this Zeus’s revelations about his marriage to Hera? Do you believe marriage has a place 

in eternity? 

 

10. Was the ending of the series satisfying? Did you have a different idea in mind for 

Cupid?  

 

11. What do you think Eden’s future looks like? 

 

12. Were there any characters who feel unresolved? Do you have an interest in going 

deeper into any of the characters or their stories? 


